The Wonder Light Water Well

A few years ago, a national newspaper journalist wrote an article about a “wonder well” in Mexico. His article began like this:

“I have never seen anything like it. Thousands of men, women and children carrying plastic jugs, patient and believing in miracles -- a tradition that has long been part of Mexican history.”

Curing Everything from AIDS & Cancer To Obesity & High Cholesterol

“Hopeful people standing in line for over a mile on a dusty road. Thousands of hurting and sick people patiently waiting for their share of the “Wonder Water” being produced by a wealthy rancher’s well. The Wonder Light Water is said to cure everything from AIDS, cancer, high cholesterol and cancer. ‘For me, this is another one of God’s miracles’, said a nun who made a 100+ mile trip with a fellow nun and a priest who had prostate cancer.

“A wealthy Mexican rancher has been making the water available free to everyone after he discovered its healthy properties when his sick dog started drinking it. He noticed that the dog preferred the water from the well and quickly recovered. The rancher says that the healing produced by the well water is due to him treating it with a special water concentrate purchased from a United States company and that the “cures” are the result of the intense heat process, ultra-violet rays and repeated heating-cooling movement of water from one metal distilling tank to another used to make the Wonder Light Water concentrate”

It Is Just Science

The Wonder Water appears to be scientifically based. The special patented process hyper-distills the water thousands of times, subjects it to ultra-violet light, heats and cools it numerous times until it becomes the purest water available anywhere. The increased hydrogen bond angle makes the water smaller and lighter. This means that it absorbs more efficiently -- great for diabetics and those with circulation problems. Another interesting property is that it destroys the “disease memory” that is in all water.

Wonder Light Water

It appears that the national newspaper journalist referred to the water from rancher’s well as Wonder Light Water because he knew that it would help sell papers, not necessarily because he believed there was some miraculous power in the water. Water, with a hydrogen bond angle of 104°, is absolutely essential to life. A space traveler traveling by Earth would be amazed at the one key difference between Earth and all of the other planets in our solar system -- it appears blue. Earth looks blue not because water is blue -- it’s the oxygen molecules present in the atmosphere that make it appear blue. NASA calls Earth the “big blue marble.”

Changing The Hydrogen Bond Angle Changes Everything

Most scientists are fascinated by the anomaly, but at least one, an engineer by trade, became ever more fascinated by those simple 104° bond angle water drops that make the world look blue from space. That engineer and inventor turned water completely upside down using a radically different, patented method of hyper-distillation that permanently changes the bond angle of water from 104° to 114°.

Holds More Than 28 Patents

This amazing inventor, who holds over 28 patents in everything from aeronautical design to steam plant design, created the most unique water distilling system in the world. You might say he “stumbled across the idea for the technique” that alters the property of water by mentally challenging himself to answer the question asked of him by a house guest one evening. He regularly entertained medical and pharmaceutical trained guests so the subject of conversation regularly involved healing or why certain diseases existed and the progress, or lack of it, being made to eradicate such problems. The result of one discussion was the most unique distiller ever invented by man. Why distiller? Because the inventor was a man fascinated by the curative characteristics of water.
Testimonials Galore
But This One is Great

In researching Wonder Light Water, we have discovered scores of people who, like the pilgrims walking miles to the rancher’s Wonder Light Water well with plastic jugs in their hand, likewise claim to have experienced miraculous healings or know someone who did. I’ve read letters on company letterheads from individuals and corporations and from places like a Colorado village. The village is a small town of 1,900 people. It’s one of those small crime-free places tucked away in the foothills. It’s one of those quiet, peaceful places that offer people a rustic quality of life where good people escape the ugly side of life. Except, you always knew when you were approaching the town because you had to roll up the car windows and hold your breath. You could smell the waste lagoon when you got within five miles from either direction, so holding your breath long enough to escape the bouquet was an impossible dream.

The stench was so bad the State ordered the town to clean up its 5 acre waste lagoon or pay a mere 1,000 gallons of waste water per day were to be paid as a fine. It was one of those types of fines that bankrupts small towns and from Sloan Kettering Cancer Center called the inventor to obtain a personal supply of Wonder Light Water for himself and family. He said, “I know the Wonder Light Water cures cancer.” The investor asked the physician how he knew that. The doctor replied, “Because I’ve seen it.” It is doubtful that this statement will appear anywhere in the mainstream media. After all, “it is just water!”

What makes changing the bond angle of common tap water from 104° to 114° clean up waste water in a smelly lagoon or makes thousands of people believe that Wonder Light Water has curative power?

A month after the national newspaper story broke about the rancher’s well (which is continually treated by Wonder Light Water) an average of 10,000 people a day were showing up at the well. They slept on the ground or in their cars or vans, sometimes for as long as two days, waiting to fill their plastic jugs at faucets installed by the rancher behind the hacienda walls. As the number of pilgrims grew, the rancher was forced to limit the amount of water each pilgrim could take to just a few gallons. While the national newspaper insisted on calling the water a miracle, the rancher knew it was the Wonder Light Water he was adding to the well and not God that was creating the “miracle,” and tried to convince the national newspaper reporter of that fact. But newspaper writers came to Mexico to write about a miracle and 10,000 people per day was miracle enough for printing, but here’s the reality of the wonder well.

“I Have Seen It Cure Cancer”

A few years ago, an oncologist who had just retired from Sloan Kettering Cancer Center called the inventor to obtain a personal supply of Wonder Light Water for himself and family. He said, “I know the Wonder Light Water cures cancer.” The investor asked the physician how he knew that. The doctor replied, “Because I’ve seen it.” It is doubtful that this statement will appear anywhere in the mainstream media.

The Reality Of Wonder Light Water

The Wonder Light Water is made by processing the water several times until the bond angle of the water permanently increases from 104° to 114°. High solubility changes the bond angle enough that the oxygenated water is more than the type of oxygenated water referred to by experts stating that oxygen deprivation at the cellular level is the cause of cancer. Some experts may state, “So what -- you can oxygenate water with a blender.” And, while your stomach may enjoy the brief liquid relief, the water will have no curative power since for oxygen to have any curative impact on any disease in the body of the person drinking it, the oxygen must enter the blood stream not the digestive system. The Wonder Light Water creates the wider bond angle needed to oxygenate the lungs, thereby creating the ability for the lungs to actually absorb more oxygen.

Thus, the reality is that when the blood becomes oxygenated (what happens on a short term basis when oxygen levels of 35% to 98% are administered to patients by EMTs or hospital personal to stroke, heart attack or trauma victims), you have increased oxygen levels in your lungs. When that happens, your blood has the ability to absorb more oxygen and the oxygen-enriched blood fights disease and infections.

More Energy

“At first I thought the Wonder Light Water was not doing anything until I noticed more energy, better ability to exercise without getting tired and healing faster than usual. Knowing Dr. Emoto’s work on water, the Wonder Light Water appears to really reduce or eliminate the disease markers in water. The general overall increase in health that I have noticed is well worth the product. I strongly recommend this product as all my noticeable results are good and salubrious!” ❤❤❤ Chamoto

Pure Oxygen Kills Almost All Disease

Science learned long ago that pure oxygen kills almost all diseases. Their only problem was how to introduce that disease-fighting oxygen to the disease you need to kill. According to tens of thousands of pilgrims carrying their plastic jugs to the rancher’s Wonder Light Water well in Mexico, someone found the answer. If they are right, and there are curative powers in the water they hauled from the well by the buckets full, then
the only question that begs an answer is what will happen to patients with all types of diseases who start regularly consuming Wonder Light Water? What will happen to chemotherapy and radiation? You can expect much resistance from Big Pharma on this one.

One Example They Never Told You About -- And Never Will

In the case of Sloan Kettering Institute, they monitored the treatment of at least one terminal cancer patient who decided to try Wonder Light Water as a “last resort.” The terminal patient, whom Sloan Kettering Institute initially wrote off as waiting to die, has now been cancer free for over ten years. Was it a coincidence? Was the patient misdiagnosed and Wonder Light Water cured nothing? The answers lie somewhere down the path of life as more and more people explore the question: Is Wonder Light Water the cure?

Better Balance

“I’ve been using Wonder Light Water for several months and have noticed an improvement in my balance. Before, I could not stand on one foot for more than a second or two. Now there is no limit.” ❤❤❤ Harold

Back To Running 2 Miles

“I have been taking Wonder Light Water drops for a month now and I can truly say it works wonders! I have been suffering from chronic fatigue syndrome, insomnia, lack of appetite and depressed spells for a few years prior to discovering Wonder Light Water. I was amazed at how diseased footprints in water cannot be removed except with Wonder Light Water. Now I feel revitalized, energetic, sleep better and feel healthy again. I am now back to running 2 miles a day easily as well as returning to past favorite sports activities like skiing and swimming. Also, I can work on my design projects for much longer hours with NO fatigue!” ❤❤❤ Vivien G

Nurse Needs It

“I recently treated a nurse with a sore back. Her urine Purification Strip was bright orange! Never saw that color before. She must be off the chart dehydrated. She had pain meds with side effects, physical therapy and a modified work schedule. Could it be that all she needs is more and better quality water? I gave her the Wonder Light Water and the formula for water intake. I look forward to seeing her results next time. I bet she feels much better.” ❤❤❤ Holly, Canada

Ovarian Cancer Stopped

“My wife has ovarian cancer. In her case, she started drinking Wonder Light Water. When they operated on her, the cancer was reduced to a sandy, granular-sized substance that does not attack flesh. Her CA125 is still elevated, but the cancer is not doing anything. Because she has chronic pancreatitis, her immune system is already gone, which means chemo or radiation would kill her. She had the surgery about three years ago and her condition has not changed. Thank God for the Wonder Light Water discovery!” ❤❤❤ Sammy

Less Aches & Pains

“Since I bought my Wonder Light Water last December I feel so different. More energy and less aches and pains in my body. I am 81 years young now.” ❤❤❤ Judy

Feeling Better Than Ever

“A little over a year ago I ordered my first bottle of Wonder Light Water, to see if the claims were true. When I received it I added about ten drops of Wonder Light Water to each 16 oz bottle of drinking water. I have to admit as I drank the water I could actually feel the oxygen going into my body. After using your Wonder Light Water in this way for several bottles I was feeling much better than I had before.” ❤❤❤ George

Pulmonary Function Restored

“I was diagnosed with asbestosis and had constant pain in my whole chest cavity. COPD was also diagnosed, both from working almost 20 years in Boiler Plants. My doctor had me on a Compressor/Nebulizer, using Albuterol Sulfate Inhalation solution to help my breathing. But unfortunately it did not help with the inflammation in my chest cavity, I thought I would try Wonder Light Water instead of the Albuterol Sulfate. Six months later when I went to see my pulmonary specialist, I told him that I had stopped using the Albuterol Sulfate and was just using the Wonder Light Water. He listened to my chest. He said my chest was completely clear and to keep doing what I was doing. I cannot say enough about Wonder Light Water. Both of my grandkids call it Magic Water, and I will continue to call it just that.” ❤❤❤ Darryl

Meningitis & Cervical Cancer

“If it was not for Wonder Light Water, I have no confidence I could survive the barrage of viruses, pathogens and otherwise dangerous cooties being coughed my way. Unlike many scoffers, I have direct experience with Wonder Light Water, and know it to be more effective than anything, including blood purifiers. I got deathly ill with meningitis. I used only the Wonder Light Water to treat it and my meningitis was cured. I subsequently developed cervical cancer, which is also being strongly addressed by Wonder Light Water. It goes right to the ailment, whatever it is. I do not know if all of the cancer is gone, but I went from daily, horrendous pain (which was rapidly spreading), to no pain at all. Even though I do not have definitive allopathic proof of the cancer being in remission due to loss of health insurance, the relief of pain is good enough for now.” ❤❤❤ Sharon

Better Circulation

“First, I can feel my hands and feet getting very warm after drinking 2 cups of Wonder Light Water. Second, when urinating, I have no difficulty passing the water after drinking it. Prior to regularly drinking Wonder Light Water, I had difficulty with urination and I am only 49. Third, it causes an increase in erections at

Continued from page 4
The CIA Agent

The plot thickens -- the water generated by the newly-designed wonder-water distiller was not simple. The idea came from a man with a CIA dossier that any movie director would have paid a fortune to convert into a movie script. What started this odyssey was a comment made by the CIA agent. "The only home system that will work to clear pathogens from the body must change the properties of water, and subject water to intense ultraviolet radiation and heat by repeatedly recycling that water hundreds of times per gallon, not just once!"

The Secret Government Already Knows

Then the CIA agent said something that chilled the inventor to the bones. "Millions of people will become susceptible to cancer, not because they are genetically predisposed to it, but because when the mixtures of drugs and latent disease markers are flushed into the city’s sewer system end up in the ground water supply, eventually to be reprocessed back into our drinking water supply because water treatment plants use a 'single pass' purification, distillation and filtration system..." those drinking that water will consume whatever pathogens and waste particles were not filtered by nature nor killed in the purification and distillation process at the treatment facility. Remember, we live in a world that reuses everything. Nature is, itself, the world’s greatest recycler. What you drink and expel today may quite possibly be in someone else’s cooking pot tomorrow.

85 Feeling 60

"Please send me another bottle of that fine Wonder Light Water. It helps me a lot. I am 85 but it makes me feel like I am 60. Thanks." ❤❤❤ William

The Water Tastes Light

"The Wonder Light Water is a different type of water that can be tasted. I always get the comment that my water tastes light. In my area the water is hard and nasty. Everyone uses purified water in many forms. We have to, however, people all around me are being diagnosed with terrible diseases. I am sure that it has something to do with the water. I gave away water for the holidays and everyone was more than happy to get the gift. I think that sums it up. ❤❤❤

85 Feeling 60

"Please send me another bottle of that fine Wonder Light Water. It helps me a lot. I am 85 but it makes me feel like I am 60. Thanks." ❤❤❤ William

Amazing Water For Plants

"Plant root growth is pronounced. I am currently growing a jade plant on my window sill using nothing but the Wonder Light Water. I have added no nutrients. The water is still crystal clear and the jade is thriving. I have aquariums which had their filters turned off for months and subject water to intense ultraviolet radiation and heat by repeatedly recycling that water hundreds of times per gallon, not just once!"

No More Headaches

"Wonder Light Water helps me tremendously! Headaches are gone immediately. Improved vision with the first gallon I drank. Your product is the health plan I need!" ❤❤❤ G.G.

How To Use Wonder Light Water

"The rule is: Drink 1 oz daily for every 2 lbs of body weight, no more than 4 oz per 30 minutes. "

Dog Prefers Wonder Light Water

"I am a naturopathic doctor. I really notice a big difference in how I feel when I run out of Wonder Light Water. Even my dog loves the Wonder Light Water. He will drink bowls of it as opposed to the few mouthfuls of reverse osmosis water that he will drink."

Personal Experiences With Wonder Light Water
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Water -- Your Best Friend Or Worst Enemy

Over the years, some of the best scientists in some of the government's best scientific and military labs have admitted that this Wonder Light Water has incredible properties and have never before witnessed what happens in the Wonder Light Water distillation process. The bond angle of the water changes permanently from 104° to 114°.

The Wonder Light Water oxygenates the water in your body. You can temporarily raise the bond angle of water simply by boiling it, but when the water cools, the bond angle reverts back to 104°. The trick is getting the bond angle to change to 114° and have it stay there. Achieve this and you have Wonder Light Water.